Vega has been widely used in the Virtual Reality field. Its infrared (IR) 
Introduction
Infrared imaging simulation can be considered as the simulation of the scene's infrared radiation distribution, the infrared radiation spreading in the medium and the energy conversing in the detection equipment at the aspect of time, space, spectrum and radiation [ [1] ]. Infrared image is closely relative to weather, atmospheric condition and the object material property. IR imaging Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) algorithms' research and the ATR systems' assessment need a large number of the infrared images, and the same in the field of flight training. Generally, we can obtain scene infrared images from two ways: experiment and simulation. We can obtain infrared images from experiment, but it has the disadvantage of high cost, long experimental period, and limited number. It cannot meet the need of the research. In practice, we generally obtain infrared images from the digital simulation technique. Therefore, it is very important to do research on how to generate infrared images from orthographic visible image.
Currently, there are mainly two ways of the infrared image simulation: One method is directly based on mathematical model [2] - [9] . To achieve the infrared simulation you must firstly set up the mathematical model, and then calculate the object's reflection and radiation energy through the model, finally convert the energy to grayscale. This method needs to establish an appropriate mathematical model, which includes object material IR database, atmospheric transmission model and sensor imaging model. Because the IR image system is affected by the material property, the atmospheric condition, and the IR imaging sensor property, it is so complicated that no single model can accurately describe it at present; The other method is based on the mature IR simulation software [[10] ]. With the development of the simulation technology, there appear many real-time three-dimensional VR software products. Some software provides special module to meet the needs of some special simulation task, such as Creator and Vega software products. Creator and Vega are the VR basic tools of 3D modeling and multi-spectral imaging simulation, and through Vega's IR module we can accomplish the real-time infrared imaging simulation. Vega provides C/C++ language API functions, which support for the program second development [[11] ].
We do researches on scene IR image simulation through Vega infrared module based on visible image, scene's corresponding DEM data and targets' 3D model. This article deeps into the scene IR simulation method based on Vega IR module. This article successfully designs and realizes a real time scene IR simulation system. We quantitatively define the scene as simple scene and complex scene according to the scene's range size and whether it includes DEM/DSM data. We propose different IR simulation method based on Vega for different type of the scene. For the simple scene, we directly process IR simulation according to Vega general IR imaging simulation process. While the general Vega IR simulation approach does not apply to the above complex scene's infrared imaging simulation problem. For the complex scene's IR simulation, it needs us to process a large number of corresponding texture files (for example, when we generate a three-dimension model of the 100×100km terrain with 8m/pixel resolution, we need to process about 600 times of 512 * 512 image texture mapping). The general procedure based on Vega IR module needs so many times of artificial material texture mapping processing, and this directly leads to its invalidation on complex scene's infrared simulation. Until now there are no relative articles published. We firstly discuss this problem at the M2RSM conference in 2011 [[12] ]. Based on our previous work, this paper proposed a complete and thorough IR simulation method based on image classification and automatic texture material mapping technique. At the aspect of image classification, we develop a coarse to fine K-means clustering method based on the consistency of image color for color image classification and an additional SVM classification method based on image texture features for gray level image classification separately. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly overview the general Vega IR simulation method and our motivation. In section 3, we discuss the proposed method in detail. Experimental results are demonstrated in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with an emphasis on the effectiveness of our approach. This paper provides a new idea for scene IR simulation based on Vega IR module. The method was tested on different scene's IR simulation. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can achieves better applicability and greater efficiency than popular Vega IR simulation methods. It expands the Vega IR software application.
IR image simulation based on Vega
A general procedure of the Vega sensor system is shown in Figure 1 . Vega SensorVision module can accomplish the specific spectral band (Mid-Infrared and Long-wave infrared) IR simulation according to the scene's material, atmospheric condition [ [11] ]. It needs to load the mat file and the tmm files which are produced by Vega MAT tool and Vega TMM tool respectively. Vega infrared imaging simulation procedure is as follows:
1) Using 3D-modeling software, such as MultiGen creator, construct object 3D model and generate FLT format model file, or directly use the existing model file;
2) Calculate MAT file through Vega MAT Tool: MAT file contains some user-defined properties, such as spectral band, geographical location, atmospheric condition, surface temperature and so on. These properties are relevant to IR simulation.
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Proposed infrared image simulation based on Vega
From the above-mentioned Vega popular infrared simulation process we can see that the process involves human-computer interactive processing, and for Vega infrared modules (such as MAT, TMM tools) the human-computer interactive frequency is closely related to the complexity of the scene. The infrared simulation method provided by Vega can only apply to the simple scene (small size or the scene without considering DEM). It does not suit to the complex scene's infrared image simulation. So the Vega software IR application is greatly limited. But at the same time scientific research on the sequence image generating and flight training always needs to simulate for the complex scene for the demand of the view position, FOV (field of view) and the flight path. To expand the Vega IR software application, we must improve the Vega IR simulation processing.
We proposed a new scene infrared image simulation method based on Vega, the main idea is as Figure 2 . For different scene, IR modeling and simulation will be faced with different complex degree. The improved method firstly quantitatively defines the scene as the simple and complex scene according to the scene's size and whether it includes DEM/DSM. And then it proposes different IR simulation method based on Vega for different type of the scene. For the simple scene, we directly process IR simulation according to the general IR imaging simulation process provided by Vega. For the complex scene, this paper proposes an IR simulation method based on image classification and automatic texture material mapping technique.
The detail steps are as follows: 1) For a given scene data, judging whether it contains DEM / DSM, if not we define it as a simple scene; otherwise according to the following formula calculating the texture file's number of the scene's 3D model, if the number is larger than a "bottleneck" we define it as a complex scene, or else we define it as a simple scene. For the simple scene, IR simulation follows the normal procedure provided by Vega Sensor. While for the complex scene, we do IR simulation as the following step (step2-step9).
Each pixel in texture files of the scene needed to be appointed to a corresponding material by the ways of human-computer interactive processing. When the scene model's texture file number is large, the work efficiency will be very low. When the number reaches to some value (we call it as a "bottleneck"), it is an impossible task for us to process so many texture files' material mapping by manual. The "bottleneck" is a value which represents the ultimate number of the human-computer interactive processing. In this paper, we set it as 20. To solve this problem, we propose an automatic batch texture files material mapping method based on the image classification result.
Texture number of a scene's 3D-model is calculated as the following:
sModelTextureNum= Re Re
Where ( sceneSizeX , sceneSizeY ) is the scene's length and width (units: m). Re M solution is the required model resolution (units: m/pixel). textureRow and textureCol is the value of the texture file's row, column. Considering the maneuverability of the Vega TMM tool, which can fluently process the biggest size 512*512 of the texture file by human-machine interaction. So in this formula, we set 512 as the typical value of textureRow and textureCol .
From this formula, we can see that when we use the typical value (512) as the value of the texture file's row and column, the sModelTextureNum is proportional to the scene's area, and it is inversely proportional to the square of the model resolution. For example, for a scene which area is 15km * 15km and the required model resolution is 3 meters / pixel. We can conclude that the scene model probably needs about 90 texture files when each file's size is 512*512. By analogy, the number of the model texture files will increase sharply with the increasing demand of the scene's area and the model's resolution.
2) Scene image classification: For color image, using the proposed modified coarse to fine k-means clustering method based on the consistency of the image color to classify the image in next section 3.1. For gray level image, using the proposed SVM classification method based on image texture features for gray level image classification in next section 3.1, and then appoints each class to appropriate scene type.
3) Load the image classification results which are generated by step2) and the scene DEM data into the scene 3D modeling software TerraVista, and generate scene's 3D model [[13] ].
4) Use Creator software to establish the 3D model of the interested target in the scene. 5) Use Vega software TMM tool to generate texture material mapping files on the target 3D model which are produced by step3).
6) Do batch texture material mapping automatically for all the texture files which are produced by the step3) through the method mentioned in section 3.2.
7) Calculate the specific atmospheric condition parameters and get the *.mat file by Vega MAT tool. 8) According to the trajectory model, calculate the flight path info which includes viewpoint and attitude ( X, Y, Z, H, P, R ). 9) Load the data, which are generated by Step 3) -Step 8), into the Vega IR simulation system to conduct real-time IR image simulation.
Scene image classification
Because the complex scene image is always very large, we need to design a fast and flexible classification method. Using image classification technique, we classify the image into different types of area, and set the corresponding material type to each area. Generally, classification methods mainly include two types: the supervised and unsupervised classification. The image mainly includes color and gray two types. For color image classification, the same types of the scene have the similar pixel value in the HLC color space, so we propose a modified coarse to fine k-means clustering method based on the consistency of the image color in HLC color space. While for gray level image classification, the gray value of the image pixel cannot directly represent the type, in addition, we propose a SVM classification method based on image texture features. The classification methods are as following:
(1) Coarse to fine k-means clustering method based on the consistency of image color K-means clustering is a fast clustering algorithm based on squared error criterion and it can be easily used in image segmentation. In the article, we design a coarse to fine k-means clustering method 3) In HLC color space, randomly selected c-initial cluster centers mark the centers with Z, where the NBS distance between every pair of cluster centers should be less than Threshold T (T=6.0) between any two cluster centers. Set i=0, Z (0) =Z. The NBS distance can be used to define HLC colors' similarity. Let 
Y.H.Gong [[15] ] found that when the NBS distance between a pair of HLC colors is less than 3.0, human vision system thinks that the colors are similar, when NBS distance is larger than 6.0, the human vision system thinks that the colors are significantly different. So we set the T as 6.0.
4)For each image pixel
( , , )
P H L C , find a corresponding data set j S where
, and add the x P into set j S , let ( ) ( otherwise return to step4) until i n  . 7) For those local scenes which need further subdivision, repeat the upper step(1)-(6) to reset the scene type to the selected local area.
(2) SVM classification method based on image texture features for gray image
Since the gray image is different from the color image, the above proposed classification method based on image color is sometimes not suited to the gray image. Therefore, we consider SVM as the supervised classification method [ [16] ]. Generally, texture features can describe the texture, such as the residential area, farmland and vegetation [[17] ]. We classify them with SVM based on the texture features. In addition, for roads, rivers, isolated buildings which cannot be described by the texture features, we distinguish them by human-computer-interactive after the classification with SVM based on texture features. The SVM classification method based on image texture features is as following: 1) Extract three types of training sample images which size is 50×50 (for the 5m/pixel image), each category's number is 100.
2) Calculate all the 70 dimensions of the grayscale co-occurrence features [ [17] ], and process feature normalization, and then select the top 18 efficient features according to the criterion of variances between-class and within-class as the SVM input features. Feature normalization and feature selection criterion are as follows: 
Where A，B is the optimal upper and lower bounds. 
Where i  is the samples variance of the i-th category, i u is the samples mean value of the i-th category. u is the mean value of the all training samples. n is the number of the categories. J value is larger, the feature has the more useful information and it has more classification ability. For two categories of a scene, when J > 1, we consider the corresponding feature can efficiently separate these two categories. According to this criterion, we finally select features of 18 dimensions from the co-occurrence texture features of 80 dimensions.
3) SVM classifier training: Input all of the above training data to train the SVM model and get the SVM model, such as the support vectors and the gauss kernel function's parameters. It should be mentioned that the kernel in SVM can be chosen from any frequently used kernels in the literature. 
 
, penalty coefficient C1 = C2 = 1) . 4) SVM classification: Firstly, we divide the input classification image into 50 * 50 sizes of sub-blocks, and then we extract the above-mentioned 18 dimensions efficient features for each sub-block as the test sample. Finally, we use the SVM classifier model to predict the test sample's type. 5) For those local scenes which need further subdivision, we provide some human-computerinteractive approach such as magic stick tool to reset the scene type to the selected local area.
(3) set the material info to the classification result
Vega3.7 database provides about 159 types of material IR data. To map Vega material index (0-158) with the classification result, firstly we change material index's representation from the decimal to the senary as 6 1 0 (xyz) = (index) , and then set the RGB value as 50, 50, 50 R x G y B z       (To ensure the following automatic texture material mapping can achieve better result. Here the discretization principle is to try to make the RGB colors gap larger, in guarantee that it can provide at least 159 kinds of expression with RGB colors. This RGB discretization method can express 216(6 * 6 * 6) types of different materials). From this conversion, we set up the mapping relationship between the RGB color of classification result and the Vega-material index. So after the image classification when we appoint data set to some Vega-material, all of the pixels in the image will be automatically set to the corresponding RGB value.
general procedure based on Vega IR module needs so many times of artificial material texture mapping processing, and this directly leads to its invalidation on complex scene's infrared simulation. Combined with the above image classification technique, this article proposed a method to accomplish texture material mapping automatically based on the development of Vega TMM tool and VC++. The steps are as following:
1) Produce a tmm file which includes all 159 types of Vega IR materials through Vega TMM tool by Human-Computer Interaction，and save the tmm file as ASCII format. Read this tmm file's header file information and save it as the following tmm file's template.
2) Read the scene 3D model's rgb texture files in sequence.
3) For each pixel in the texture file, read the pixel's RGB value(R, G, B). 4) Get the pixel's material index value from the RGB value. 6 1 0
(xyz) = (index) , where / 50, / 50, / 50 x R y G z B    . 5) After deal with all of the pixels in the texture file, automatically write each pixel's material index value into the corresponding location in the generated texture material mapping file(*.tmm) according to the tmm file's template which is produced in the step1). and then add the tmm file's header descriptions to the file, finally save the file to the corresponding tmm file.
Experimental results
In order to test the accuracy of the proposed SVM classification algorithm, we randomly select the residential area, farmland and vegetation three types of testing samples: the number is 263, 219 and 300 separately. We train and test the SVM classifier as the section 3.1-(2). The average correct rate is 81%. The parameter values in the SVM kernels are chosen by the widely used cross-validation technique [ [18] ]. The constant C is chosen as 1 for the experiment. Fig.3 , we can see that the proposed SVM classification method can classify the image into different regions, but it cannot provide the details of the internal region.
We do scene IR simulation with the proposed method. Experiments include the simple and complex scene. PC's configuration is: cpu 3.2GHz x 4, memory 4GB, Graphics card: NVIDIA Geforce 9800GTX. Os: windows xp. The simulation results are as following:
1. The simple scene's IR image simulation: The simulation area is 7×3.5km. The scene surface is flat. The original data only includes orthographic visible color image. The visible images are from Google earth. Fig.4(a) shows the original visible image. From the section 2, we can conclude that it belongs to a simple scene. We follow the infrared simulation method provided by Vega to do simulation. Fig.4(b) and Fig.4 From the section 2 and the formula (1), the sModelTextureNum is up to 320(>"bottleneck"). So the scene is a complex scene. We do simulation as the proposed complex scene IR image simulation method. The following parameters were used in the simulation experiment.
Date From the experimental results (Fig.4 and Fig.5 ), we can see that the proposed method can effectively do IR simulation for different types of scene.
Conclusion
This paper deeps into the IR image simulation based on Vega. This paper provides a new idea for scene IR simulation based on Vega IR module. It expands the Vega IR software application.
The improved method firstly quantitatively defines the scene as the simple and complex scene according to the scene's size and whether it includes DEM / DSM. And then it proposes different IR simulation methods based on Vega for different type of the scene. For the simple scene, we can directly process IR simulation according to the general IR imaging simulation process provided by Vega. For the complex scene, this paper proposes an IR simulation method based on image classification and automatic texture material mapping technique. At the aspect of image classification, we develop a coarse to fine K-means clustering method based on the consistency of image color, which can achieve perfect classification result in detail. However, it is usually good at the color image clustering. It can be applied to the field of the IR scene restoration and the perfect IR visual effect, such as the flight training, etc. In addition, for gray level image classification, we propose a SVM classification method based on the region texture features, which can classify the image into different regions, but it cannot provide the details of the internal region. Most of the classification methods based on region features have this disadvantage. However, it can be directly applied to the regional infrared image characteristic analysis, such as infrared template preparation for infrared imaging guidance, algorithm development, etc.Based on the above reasons, to make the classification and simulation finer, we suggest that the original visible images should be color images.
We conduct different scenes IR simulations. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can achieve better applicability and greater efficiency than popular Vega IR simulation method. It greatly expands Vega's applications.
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